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Subject: Meetiug Dates and Attached Article

The following meeting dates have been established for the rest of the
calendar year:

July 22
September 16
October 21
November 18
December 16

Unless conditions change, I plan to continue the format we have been
following. The Advisory Council meets at 10:00 a.m. and Policy and Review
Board meets at 1:30 p.m. The meetings will be held in the Hearings Room,
Department of Ecology offices, Rowesix Complex, Building 4, 4224 Sixth
Avenue S.E., Lacey, Washington.

I have enclosed a copy of Hank Schilling's article entitled "High-Level
Radioactive Waste: Washington's Prospects" published in Washington Public
Policy Notes. This article reflects Hank's presentation at the seminar for
members of the Advisory Council that was held on Friday, February 25, at
Battelle's Seattle Conference Center. I hope you will find it interesting.
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HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE:
WASHINGTON'S PROSPECTS

by A.Vlenry Shilling

The nuclear age dawned early in Washington with the wartime
development of Hanford's facilities for producing weapons materials.
Because high-level radioactive waste is a by-product of producing
the materials from which the first bombs were made, it existed in
Washington even before the bomb. Wartime priorities led to deci-
sions for temporary management of the waste by storing it at ground
level in steel tanks.

Today, hafter sonme 40) years of waste accumulation, the volume
lhdS grown tremendously. Waste is still being stored in tanks at Han-
ford: There have been occasional leaks, introduction o(f greatly im-
prov(e tranks, development of systems for monitoring tank perform-
aunce, and a largely completed effort to convert the waste from liquid
to solid form. The United States Department of Energy (DOE), the
waste's inheritor, is presently considering alternatives for its perma-
nent disposal.

The waste pr(odlucedl at Hanford is not the only radioactive waste
of econe em to Washington Slate. DOE has respoxnsibility for managing
high-level wasle from nuclear power production as well as from de-
fense activities. For the past fe v vears it has been investigatinR poten-
tial dispxsal siles at Hantordi and elsewhere in the United States. The
Hanlord effort, the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), has ad-
vanced to the point that DOE is ready to begin major mining activity
to fully evalte a specific site. If this activity leads to development of

-a disposal-fatilily at Hanford, something like half-of the nation's high-
level waste from nuclear electricity may be placed there. In terms of
radioactivity, this new waste will dwarf what is already there.

An Abiding Hazard

I hv wadsk originally prodLuced at Hanford, like all high-level ra-
di iactiv waste, is physically hot and -highly ra(dioactive. Moreover,
while its helat and radioactivity will dissipate over time, it will be in-
lensely radioactive and dangerous for a long period. Though the pe-
riod of its en(dur ance in hazardous form is 1oth dependent on the
precise composition of the waste and subject to considerable debate,
there is no question that %ucce!ssful management of the waste ulli-
mately retquires its pIxnlanemil renmoval from the biosphere. Currently,
the most promising approach to removal is to dispose of the waste in



deep underground repositories dug into stable geologic
formations, a kind of reverse mining operation.

This requirement for removal from the biosphere is
common lo all forms of high-level radioactive waste,
whether the waste comes from defense activities or pro-
duction of electricity. The waste itself may, as in the
ease of defense, be the residue from chemically recy-
cling nuclear fuel taken from a reactor, or it may simply
be the spent fuel itself.

In Search of a Policy

The wartime policy of temporizing with high-level
waste was not seriously reconsidered until the mid fif-
ties. It was only then that, perhaps in anticipation of dra-
matically increased waste from nuclear power, a com-
prehensive analysis of options was commissioned. This
major study by the National Academy of Sciences led to
the condclusion that the most promising approach to per-
nmanent management of the waste was placement deep
underground in stable geological repositories, probably
in salt'This reverse mining approach has remained the
preferred technology ever since, although others have
been investigated and some (e.g., sub-seabed disposal)
remain promising. Following the study, the Atomic En-
ergy Commission embarked on a fairly slow research-
and-development process with limited budget and staff
to investigate mined repositories in salt. This slow pace
continued until a fire at the Rocky Flats Arsenal in Colo-
rado led to the release of plutonium, contaminating the
soil and thereby creating a large volume of waste in
need of management.

The management problem at Rocky Flats, in turn,
led to an acceleration of the salt investigations and to a
proposal for a facility to serve as the nation's first reposi-
tory for high-level radioactive waste. The proposal
called for conversion of an experimental waste-manage-
ment facility that had been constructed in Kansas for
heat and other testing in an abandoned salt mine. The
attempt at abrupt change in the nature of the Kansas fa-
cility generated a combination of technical and political
concerns from the state's geologist, its governor, and
members, of its congressional delegation. The federal
government was unable to allay these concerns and
eventually dropoed the project.

There followed a brief period of re-study, resulting,
in the early 1 970s, in a proposal to store the waste per-
manently at the surface in mausoleums called Retriev-
able Surface Storage Facilities. Intense opposition from
environmentalists, however, and objections from the
newly formed Environmental Protection Agency led to
abandonment of the proposal during the environmental
impact IEIS) statement process. Yet another round of
technical reviews followed.

Most of the action, however, moved to a more visi-

1. I Ienry ni hilling is Cirec.or off the Battelle 5c ience and CGovernment
5Iwdy ( entpr I le has been involved wit! resea.rch on the institutiofnl
.tNel( t 9(i(Iitl.ts 1Ush ' l ive wv.aste m.ngentnttt ftr the i3si
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ble and political ring. The Ford administration an-
nounced the National Waste Terminal Storage Program
(NWTSI in 19'70. NWTS was inten(kA(l to lead to the de-
velopmient of a repository for high-level wastes by 1985.
While it would give altention to a wide range of geologic
media, the primary thrust was towar(ls salt, a preference
estal)lished 20 years earlier in the first major study of ra-
dioactive waste management. NWTS announmed vari-
ous forms of investigation in a large number of slates.

NWTS also set in motion an important reaction:
growing state concerns over their role in nieeting the
federal government's legal responsil)ilities for safe waste
disposal. -This concern turne(l primarily on the states'
ability to exert control over federal activities within their
h)orders and lni meet their resipnsibilities to provi(le for
the health and safety of their cilizens. A form of Catk h-
22 developed. On the one hand, the federal government
sought access to sites within states in order to conduict
research and development CR & D} activities; these were
felt necessary as a basis for decisions about whether the
sites, and indeed the concept of geologic disposal, were
technically acceptable. On the other hand, the states,
distrusting their abiliy to influence federal decisions
after all the money had been invested in site-spxecific R &
[), demanded to be shown that safe repositories could
be develoled before allowing the ft'leral government to
begin its work. [he states, in other words, considered
selection of a site for study tantamount to its designation
as a repository and therefore wanted assurances of
safety; the federal government required the testing sites
for research on which to base such assurances.

While the federal government had clear constitu-
tional power to override state objections, the states' po-
litical power generally prevailed. Thus NWTS stopped
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its investigations in Michigan in the face of state opposi-
tion and, shortly thereafter, announced a policy of abid-
ing by state veto in regard to investigations in New Mex-
ico and Louisiana. This dilemma of balancing federal
constitutional and stale political powers, in face of the R
& D Catch-22, led to a series of attempts to define an
acceptable state/federal relationship; the resulting defi-
nitions were eventually incorporated in the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA).

Elected in part bcauIse of its strong concern for en-
vironniental issues and serious reservations about rapid
develkpment of nuclear power, the Carter administra-
tion changed the pace of the waste program and de-em-
phasizedi development of I repository by l 985, in favor
of increased analysis and research. During the first year
or so, the principal fo0 Ui was on further reorganization
of the federal government's energs efforts, leading to the
formation of DOE. At about the same time, John Deutch
conducted a study within the DOE of its options for deal-
ing With the waste issue. This study was succeeded by
an Administration-wide look at wastes and waste-related
issues under the Interagency Review Group; this effort
was completed in 1979.

Meanwhile, NWTS evolved into an investigation of
three nlajor geologic media: various salt formations,
basalts on the Hanford Reservatio)n, and luff (Ix)rous,
volcanic rock) at* the Nevada Test Site. Work on such
1lternatives as sub-seabed disposal and repositories in
granitic formations proceeded at a slower pace.

The Reagan administration announced an accelera-
tion of the waste program, emphasizing development in
contrast to its predecessor's research approach. Thus,
the three primary repository projects (salt, basalt, and
Iluffl took more the fornm of competitors in a race than of
parallel research projects. The speedup notwithstand-
ing, the Reagan administration remained solicitous of
state views. President Reagan. (luriIlg the 1980 cam-
paign, renewed the Carler administralion's commitment
to veto powers for L ouisiana, .an1(d Reagan's first secretary
ol energy, James Edwards, had been heavily involved in
articulating state concerns while governor of South Car-
Olina. Nonetheless D)OE's activities accelerated.

The Congress also took action. The Senate passed
rather comprehensive legislation in the spring of 1982
and the House approved its version in the fall of '82; in
late Decembexr the Nuc-lear Waste Policy Act INWPA) of
1982 was enacted. President Reagan signed the Act
early in lanuary of 1983.

The NWPA: Process for Information Needs

The NWPA addresses four major aspects of radioac-
live waste management: siting relx)pitories for high-level
* wsle, ('onisi(lering long-term storage as an alternative to
INrIliaenlt dli slxsal. I)roviding calhacily for temiporary

sioragt' ot %lspnt reaclor fuel, and eslablishing . finl to
.pay for disp)osal of commercially generated waste. It also
provides for a study to determine whether (lefense high-
level waste is to. go inlo a separate repository or into

commerciallfacilities. Among its most important provi-
sions are a schedule for developing the first two reposi-
tories and a definition of the role of the states and tribal
organizations in that process. DOE is to issue guidelines
for repository siting, nominate five potential sites for the
first repository and evaluate the environmental impacts
of those five sites, recommend three sites for detailed
land very expensive) characterization activities, and, by

March 1987. propose a site for the first repository. The
second repository is to follow a similar process a few
years later.

D)uring the years of characterizing sites, states and
tribal organizations are to participate in a relationship of
ConsUltation adl cooperation, with the rclationships to

1w spxelled out in binding written igreemenls. Upon the
selection of a site, the state's governor or its legislature
maly: file all objection lo the siting decisionl. If a site is on
or near an Indian reservation, the affected tribe may ob-
ject as well. If there is such an objection, both houses of
Corigress miust agree to aa "resolution of reposit' ry siting
approval" before the Administration can go forward
with a site. Then follows an NRC licensing process par-
allel to that for nuclear power plants.

Stale and tribal participation in the process is to in-
clude full access to information being collected and ana-
lyzed about a poltential site, a substantial role as techni-
cal reviewer-assisted with federal financial resources
to levelop the necessary experlise-and, assuming a
site is selected in a state, federal financial and technical
assistance in coping with impacts.

The clearly defined milestones and schedule set oipt
by NWPA are a response to historical va(illations in .the
waste program. The provisions for state and tribal partic-
ilpation in site evaluation, and particularly its grant of a
clear right to object at the end of the selection process, is
an attemlpt to resolve the Catch-22 that has plagued re-
posilory R & 1) activities in the past. In'an important
sense, NWPA is a procedural approach to Ihe problem
of obtaining sufficient information to make teidilicallv
defensil)le decisions about Where to pul radioactive
waste. While it may be that states do not object to site
selections, NWPA seeks to assure that any objeclions
will be' weighed against adequate information.

----For the state, there are two critical decision points,
both well towards the end of the siting process. The first
of these, congressional action on a state's objection, is
problably the state's best shot at countering the DOE rec-
ommendation. The federal government forces facilities
on unwilling states only with considerable reluctance.
This reluctance is predictably greater If the two houses of
Congress must concur than if only a single house were
re(luire(l to override the stalte's objection. The vote onl
any state o)ljection may turn heavily on protedural is-
sues. (Cungrvss may well defer reSolLtio 1 (I OUtstain(ing
ti'hlinical dislutes to the NRCK'( licensing pirocess -the
st-1 o)(l dve isioti point--h-ut it is very likely to be heAvily
affected by process, especially percept ions of faiiness
.11ad openness. Titus, a history ot intransigent oI)positio'll

Il
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to DOE's site-evaluation activilies may place the' stale in
a very weak position in arguing for congressional sup-
porl of its objection. By the sarme token, DOE or other
federal failure to engage in whal Cong ress vikws as iair
and open prcwess, particularly as that p)rocess is delinied
in NWPA, will greatlylincrease the otlds that Congre~s
will agee with an objecting state's point of view. The
NRC licensing process, in contrast, will turn almost en-
tirely on technical issues

Washington State and NWPA

LWIP is on the brink of exhaustive investigations to
determine if a specific site at Hanford is suitable for a
repository for high-level commercial waste. The recent
enactment of NWPA gives Washington. and perhaps the
Yakima nation, considerable power in ultimate deci-
sions aboui BWIP and potentially a major role in de-
veloping and analyzing data to support them. High-level
radioactive waste generated by (lefense activities still sits
in tainks at 'Hanford, ow.iiting tederal decisions but its
permanent disposal. The state's power over and role in
defense-waste decisions is less clear under NWI'A tand
probably just plain less). What then is ilhe state, particLu-
latly the state's government, to (lo?

Passage of Initiative 333, the Don't Waste Washing-
ton Initiative, can be read as making it quite clear that
the population of this state opposes importation of high-
level waste and, therefore, development of a commer-
cial high-level waste repository at Hanford. Presumably,
somewhat the same view applies to defense waste al-
ready at Hanford. Strong exceptions to such popular
sentiments have been raised in the Tri-Cities, whose
economnies are heavily dependent on the nuclear enter-
prise and whose inhabitants are generally more coomfort-
able with nuclear-energy activities than is the rest of the
state.

But the initiative did pass and the Tri-Cities are a
relatively small population; clearly, the state govern-
ment could choose to act in accordance with the peo-
ple's expressed will and oppose dfevelopmnent of a waste
repository in the state. Presumably suc h opposition
would include opposition to the l)OE's going forward
with its BWIP investigations. Logically, it could also in-
clude pressure on the DOE to find a way to get the waste
out of Hanford's tanks and out of the state. A fuiiy ra-
tionalized policy of this kind would include statements
of opposition by the governor, as have recently come
from the governor of Nevada, and by the legislature. Be-
yond position statements, of course, could come actions
to deny DOE the ability to gather the information it seeks
for its own decisionmaking and, further, to get it to look
elsewhere for waste disposal.

There are, however, a number of reasons for being
leery of SUC h a policy by the. state, especially if its imple-
mentltio)n inc lutdies intransigent opposition. First off, the
federal courts, including the United States Supreme
Court, have struck (tOwn Initiative 38.1. Ultimately, on
purely legal grounds, a state has very little lower to stop

the federal goivernment. Ironically, h).ad1 thei courts ruled
otherwise and found lie initialive legally eftiv-ef tIle

resuilt ould have1 beeni )rv'cisv [ite obverse of the ini-
tialive's inteni: sinte other states would have rushed
tltiougli sitpilar legislatiniitl ) nIrOhlu il iliprtaftion ot
I linfordI altn W iter ava. vst I lai ifOrd w% iuld (IIUIiOblt)tedly'

have beet ci(onfirmed as a permianetiv repository for the
wwastes alre ady thenr.

This irotty may well apply aIso in cases of political,
as Opposed to legislative, intranlisigence: If Washington
were to su(ceed in lpressuring D)OE to give uL) on the
stat.e as a possible site for a waste repository, other slates
Would 1e lilkely to try to (lo so as well. The results could
he either a stalemate in whikh no repository could be
siled or a sitinl decision grounded largely on the ewer-

sei~ of political p~ower. The first possibility implies that
the existing waste will remain at Hanford come what-

%' g anld leaves unresolved the nation's ilol)l'im of man-
aging high-level waste from iu(le- var po iwer production.
The v(on(ld stuggeSts thatl some 'state w ith very little
t lout, or great need bor soie tforim of l(led,.il largesse.
gets the ,waste regardless of sut It ton erns as geologic
sutab., il ity.

Vure power politics is unlikely in siting decisions. A
poWerful tcountervailing forte emerges Irom the NR(:'s
licensing slandards and proct'ss; EPA standards; and
substantial shared concerns with safety among the scien-
tists and engineers in DOE, their counterparts in state
agencies, the scientific community as a whole, and en-
vironmental groups. But heavy politics is very difficult to
integrate with' careful technical decisionmaking: the
greater the bare politics in the de( isions, the less likely is
technical adleICiacy.

Thus Washington State can lose in a political game
of repository siting. Itll( likely importlan~e t ofprocedural
issues in (ongressional deliberations onl a proplosed site
under NWPA strengthens that eventuality. Moreover,
still another c-ircumslance undermines Washington's
prospects in such a game. [)OE c urrently has field inves-
tigations underway at potential repository sites in six
slates: I uisialla, Mississippi, Nevada, fexas, Utah .liId
Washingtl iii. I he siles in both Washington ,andl Nevada,
are located on1 large federal reserv.aliows that have histor-
ically been used for nuclear defense and energy activi-
ties. While ihese two states have some political and
even legal leverage over activities on the federal reserva-
tions within their borders, they have much less influence
than states in which investigations are taking place out-
side a federal energy reservation. Washington and
Nevada have rather little ability to prevent the federal
government from developing the information it feels
necessary to make an adequate technical decision about
a potential repository site.

Washington's Concerns

1 IIe t donse(Iuen (es of losing this tX)ilitJal gamle de-
pend heavily onl whether it is plaved before or after
'niighi inilormation h1.s beer g.itlierel it) ll iw (onfi-



t-ltict, in t(elhni(.cal tlecisions about which repository
sites arc'dMIP(Iv'te. . -

liehe most impxrtant and general concern, clearly, is
that high-level waste be put in a place where it doesn't
harm people. Relevant to this concern are both how
well the repository holds its contents over the long run
and how carefully waste is handled as it 'moves from its
origins to repository. Keel)ing both a repository and
waste in transit out of Washington may he a way to sat-
isfy this concern. It bears rememrbering, however, that
except for Those of us who are Native Americans, none
of our an:estors lived in the Northwest two hundred
years ago; each of us, including Native Americans,
should consider ilhe uncertainty about where our de-
scendants might live two hundred years from now. Such
uncertainty, in'lurn, leads to concern that high-level ra-
dioactive waste hle safely disposed of regardless of
wvlhic I states host the rwposltori(vs. Safety niist lhe the
paramount colnf vrn as tlhe foundation for Washington's
(or any other slalom's) policy. 'lo paraphrase an equally
appmlicblhle (liche: it is more impxortant to be safe than
elsewhere.

There are other concerns, of course. One, which
presumably applies to all states, is that the impacts of
repository construction and operation be mitigated or, if
irreducible, compensated. The federal government
should not impose on a community which hosts a repo-
sitory, or on the state in which it Ilies, the sorts of boom
and bust burdens that have accompanied other energy
development. If affected state and tribal governments
are to have confidence that their safety concerns are be-
ing met, they will need resources sufficient to allow
theml to participate fully in the site-evaltuation process.
NWI'A makes provision for both the impact mitigation
and sile-evalualion participalion---largely by directing
0)0E lo provide financial assistance.

Another set of concerns is more specific to Wash-
ington Sthite. O)ne( is a pLIlblic-safety concern. Unlike
commercial high-level waste, the waste in the tanks at
Hanford (cmts not have an assured source of funds io
provside for disposal luLt illtst illsteadl depend oil annual
appropiriations for D)OE's defense programs. Moreover,
the existing waste may be somewhat more difficult to
manage than new waste-it may, for example, be tough
to remove fromt the tanks-and is ambiguously covered
by NWPA's procedures for state and tribal involvement.
The state may well choose to link its posture on BWIP to
POL's management of thle existing defense waste.

Anolher major concern presently is the local econ-
only of the I ri-citivs. Ca.nellations and mothball ing of
Washington Publi k l'ower Supply System (WI''SS) nu-
clear reactors have created a bust from a boom. lobs and
other economic revitalization in the area are both press-
ing and v al id publxic-polic y c oncermc. for any administra-
lion. Since Republicans are typically more dependent
than Democrats for electoral support from east of the
Cascades, these concerns are apt to be even more press-
ing during a Republican state administration. Repository

construction at Hanford is one way to provide jobs.
(on eivably even more jobs could be provided by link-
ing repository development to expansion of other federal
facilities at Hanford or elsewhere in the state.

Somewhat further afield, both substantively and bu-
reaucralically, is the rest of the WPPSS mess. The
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a major player
in WPPSS and could be a mighty contributor to reducing
the financial pain. It may be late, but the state could
seek a possible linkage here. Obviously, there is poten-
tial for many more linkages. New ones will no doubt
arise over the period of site investigations and beyond.

Washington's Posture
Playing the linkage game too aggressively has prob-

lems, the most important being the risk of reducing con-
fidence that waste-management activities will be safe.
Indeed, it may not be possible to link safety with other
conccerns or even to consider such concerns until safety
is assured. Here perceptions are at least as important as
reality: a state government that gives the appearance of
being willing to trade the safety of future generations for
a few jobs now incurs the risk of inciting intransigent op-
position.

Clearly, meeting the paramount concern for public
safety requires that repository siting and other waste-
management decisions be made on adequate technical
grounds. Since Washington can do rather little to pre-
vent gathering such information at Hanford, its best
hope is to assure adequacy of data gathering and analy-
sis. Doing so necessarily involves fairly close technical
coo)peration with DOE and its contractors. Merely criti-
quing finished work may be a way to show deficiencies,
but it probably does not assure that the right data will be
gathered or that the analysis will be satisfactory. New
Mexico appears to have a reasonably effective relation-
ship of such close technical cooperation with DOE in
developing a defense-waste facility, despite having had
to use the shotgun of litigation to force the federal gov-
ernment into a written agreement. Thus the necessary
relationship at the technical level appears possible, even
in a somewhat adversarial context.

A rather cooperative posture during site evaluation
need not preclude the state from voicing objections to
siting and other decisions. Such objections may even be
registered at a policy level from the start, especially if
they deal with health and safety concerns which may be
evaluated through working relationships among state
and DOE officials. A less public approach to raising state
reservations and discussing linkages with DOE may raise
the odds of the stale's satisfying its other concerns while
ensuring safety. of course the state's posture must be at-
tuned to the strong public reservations and opposition to
a repository, and balancing the political delicacies of
these concerns with effective technical cooperation 'may
be difficult. In any event, pushing only safety concerns
about BWIP can at best provide only a safe BWIP reposi-
tory. The state may be able to get this and more.



I iming is very tricky. Waiting until selet tion ol tile
first repository to seek satisfaction regarding its con-
cerns. whether safety or other, puts the state in a fairly
weak bargaining position. Tying such concerns into
BWIP early carries risk of at least apparent willingness to
compromise on safety. And Washington's early power,
largely the power to impede information gathering, is
less than that of other states, The clearest safety concern
and therefore the most publicly palatable linkage that
might be connected to BWIP, disposal of defense waste
at Hanford, appears to be scheduled for major decisions
soon.The state must act quickly if it is to exert much
leverage beyond the ordinary EIS review.

In any (. M', Ilae sMltes ived% tlo buy in heavily lo tlhe,
gatlhering and analysis of 1BWII' inlormation an(l develop
its own technical expertise in order to participate effec-
tively. There has already been a beginning with the
Spellman adminstration's creation of a task force of offi-
cials and a citizens' advisory council, and engaging
technical consultants to review BWIP project docu-
ments; for its part,the legislature has passed a bill that
converts the official task force into the Nuclear Waste
Policy and Review Board and makes the Oepartment of
Ecology the state's lead agency. Staying quietly but
strongly in the game over the next few years seems the
best way to avoid wasting Washington.

The views expressed in Washington Public Policy Notes are those of the authors and not necessarily those
of the University of Washington or the Institute for Public Policy and Management.


